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Pursuant to Order No. 321460, Staff of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission ("Staffl')

submits the following reply brief. In this reply brief, Staff addresses arguments raised by the other

parties that Staff believes to be the most critical arguments for the Commission to consider.

Arguments to which Staff does not respond are neither admitted nor denied. ln these reply

comments, Staff will incorporate certain arguments put forward by other parties, discuss in greater

detail the controlling law, distinguish cases relied upon by the Company, respond to the

Company's argument that customers were on notice that rates can change, and conclude that the

Commission has the discretion to treat customers who signed up under l: I monthly netting

differently than customers who will sign up under Net Hourly Billing.

I. Arguments Made bv Other Parties Incorporated in StafPs Position.

In reviewing the comments submitted by other parties, Staff was persuaded to

incorporate two arguments. The first, and most substantial, is that Staff was persuaded by the

arguments of Idaho Clean Energy Association ("ICEA"), City of Boise, Idaho Conservation

League ("ICL") and Vote Solar that the systems designed and installed by customers with on-site
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generation to comply with the rules of l:l monthly netting operate and interact with thc grid

diff'erently than will systems designed and installed to comply with rhe rules of Net Hourly Billing.

The second argument that persuaded Staff was made by ldaho Power Company ("ldaho Power"

or "Company"), which is the definition of an existing customer should be tied to the date the Notice

of Settlement Agreement was issued by the Commission. In Staf?s underlying brief, Stafl made

the argument that the date of distinction between new and existing customers should be the date

the Settlement Agreement was signed. Staff's rationale was based on the belief that after that date

it was no longer reasonable for a customer to base an investment decision on the belief that l: I

monthly netting would continue for the repayment period of their investment. Staffls rationale

remains the same, but upon further consideration, Staff belicves this rationale is most supported

by using the service date ofthe Notice ofthe Settlement Agreement, October 17, 2019, as the date

of distinction between new and cxisting customcrs.

II. The Commission Mav Reasonably Differentiate Between Classes of Customers.

The Company states, "Distinctions between customers based solely on the date the

individual became a utility customer have not been upheld by the ldaho Supreme Court on appeal

and subsequently have been disfavored by the Commission." Idaho Power's Opening Brief at 2.

Staff agrees with this statement, as far as it goes, but does not agree that it fully states the law as

pertinent to this case. Staff agrees that distinctions based solely on whether a customer is new or

old have been held to be unreasonable by the Court. Staff believes the more pertinent question to

be: are there different facts between customers who signed up for l:l monthly netting and

customers who will sign up for Net Hourly Billing, that the Commission can take into account, to

justify establishing different treatment between the two classes of customer? To answer this

question, it is critical to know which facts the Commission can take into account when determining

whether there arc reasonable differences between classes of customers.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, a series of cases deferred to the Commission's

decisions to establish different rates for different classes of customers for a wide variety of reasons

(hereinafter, the "Grindstone Butte Il cases"). See Bunker Hill Company v. Washington Wdter

Power Companr, 98 ldaho 249, 561 P.zd 391 (19'77); Utah-ldaho Sugur Company v.

Internbuntain Gas Company, 100 Idaho 368, 597 P.2d 1058 (1919); Grindstone Butte Mutual

Canal Compuny v. Idaho Pub. Util. Comm'n, 102 ldaho 175,627 P.2d 804 ( l98l )[hereinafter

Grindstone Butte Il): J.R. Simplot Compuny v. Intermounlain Gas Company,l02 Idaho 339, 630
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P.2dl3l (1981);FMCCorp.v. IdohoPub.Util.Comnt'n, 104 Idaho265,658P.2d936(1983).

These cases recognized the Commission can properly consider numerous factors when deciding

to treat classes differently, and also recognized the Idaho Supreme Court has limited rcview ofthe

Commission's decisions, as set out in ldaho Code $ 6l-629.1

However, Iater decisions from the Cotrt, Idttho State Homehuilders and Boise W er

Corp. [hcreinafter lhe ldaho State Homebuilders cases], stated more succinctly the factors that the

Commission can properly consider when establishing different treatment between classes of

customers. Thc dissent in ldaho State Homehuilders noted the incongruity betwcen that case and

the standard described in Grindstone Butte II. "Today's opinion will seem to some to be

inconsistent with our decision in lGrindstone Butte IIl, decided just one short year ago. . . . While

today's opinion does not expressly oveffule this hotding, it ccrtainly runs contrary to it." Idaho

State Homebuilders v. Idaln Pub. Util. Comm'n, 107 Idaho 415, 690 P.2d 350, 356 (1984)

(BISTLINE, J. Dissenting). This narrower statement of what the Commission can consider was

repeated by the Court in Boise Water Corp. v. Idaho Pub. Util. Comm'n, 128 Idaho 534,916 P.2d

1259, 1264 ( 1996) and referenced as dicta in Building Contractors Ass'n oJ- Southwestem ldaho v.

Idaho Pub. Util. Comrn'n, 151 Idaho 10, 253 P.3d 684, 688 (2011) [hereinafter Building

Contractorsl.

Neither of these Iines of cases sets forth a neat nrle of decision for the Commission to

apply in this case because the facts at issue in this case, which involve export rates and producer-

consumers, were not in play when the earlier cases were decided. It is a fairly recent development

in the energy industry that customers are commonly both producers and consumers. Staff believes

the principles of establishing rates for consumption apply to the Commission's authority to set

rates lor export; namely that rates must be fair, just, reasonable, non-discriminatory, and in the

public interest. Therefore, while Staff believes the earlier lines of cases provide important

principles for the Commission to apply, they do not dispositively answer the question currently in

front of the Commission because of the unique facts of this case. Regudless whether the broader

statement of factors or the narrower statement of factors define the Commission's authority to

I The Court recognizcd the wcll-cstablished standard of rcvicw stated in Grlnrlstone Butte II in asubsequcnt casc, "/.R.
Simplot Conpany r. lntennountai CasCompany.102ldaho329,340,630P.2dl3l.132(Idahol98lXstating."lOlur
standards for revicw as sct out in Grindslone II arc wcll established. For thuse who are dissatisfied with the
Commission's decision but havc no cffective appeal under thc standards as set out in l.C. $ 6l-629 and Grindstone II,
they should take thcir pctition lirr rcdress to the legislature itscll.")
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distinguish between classcs of customers, Staff believes valid factors support reasonable

differentiation in this case under either statement of thc standard.

a) Grindstone Ilutte II.

The Grindstone Butte Il cases recognize the Commission was granted broad authority

by statute to make decisions in a technical and specialized field. Ne:rly every party to this case

who submitted a legal analysis cited to Grindstune Butte 11 as a still-cunent list of factors. Idaho

Power's Opening Brief at 8-9, Boise City's Comments Regarding Existing On-Site Generation

Customers at 9, ICEA's Brief Regarding Treatment of Existing Customers at 6. But sae Idaho

Irrigation Pumper's Association Brief Re: Treatment of Existing On-Site Generation Customers

at 2 (citing Building Contructors), Brief of ICL and Vote Solar on Treatment of Existing

Customers (not stating a legal standard).

According to the Grindstone Butte 11cases, the Commission can use its sound and well-

instructed judgment to weigh, among other factors, "every element and every circumstance which

increases or depreciates the value of the property, or the service rendered" and "the reasonable

efficiency and economy of operation and the actual differences in the situation of lhe consumers

tbr the furnishing of the service."

[T]he relevant criteria included the quantity of the utility used, the
nature of the use, the time of use, the pattern of use, the differences
in the conditions of service, the costs of service, the reasonable
efliciency and economy of operation and thc actual differences in
the situation of the consumers for the furnishing of the service.
Specifically, as between classes ofcustomers within a schedule, the
criteria included contribution to peak load, costs of service on peak
demand days, costs of storage and economic incentives. (Citations
omitted). We find such criteria as being valid considerations for rate
differentiation as between classes of service, whether those classes
be as between schedules or as between customers within a schedule.
We do not find one criterion to be necessarily more essential than
another. Nor do we find the criteria as listed above as being
exclusive. As this Court has stated in the past: 'Each case must
depend very largely upon its own special facts and every element
and every circumstance which increases or depreciates the value of
the property, or of the service rendered, should be given due
consideration, and allowed that weight to which it is entitled. It is,
after all, very much a question of sound and well-instructed
judgment.'
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Grindstona Butte ll atP.2d 808-809 ciLing Kiefer v. Ciry.* of ldaho l;a//s,49 Idaho 458,467,289 P.

8l , 84 ( I 930). Staff believes these factors clearly support the Commission diff'erentiating between

customers who signed up for l: I monthly netting and customers who will sign up for Net Hourly

Billing because actual differences in the situation of the customers will impact the efficiency and

operation of their systems. Customers under l:l monthly netting designed and installed systems

to comply with the rules in place at the time. These systems are likely to have different

characteristics than a system designed to meet the rules ofNet Hourly Billing.

Grindstone Butte ll also recognized that the Commission can consider all relevant

criteria, including energy conservation, optimum use, and resource allocation when setting rates

and acknowledged that the Commission's considerations can respond to current economic

realities.

Absent a legislative pronouncement to the contrary, we find it within
the Commission's jurisdictional province to consider in its rate
making capacity all relevant criteria including energy conservation
and concomitant concepts of optimum use and resource allocation.
In the proceedings below, we find no error in these considerations
as made by the Commission in what it perceived as a need to devclop
new rate designs which would be responsive to curent economic
realities. It is in the public interest to make such considerations in
decisions which impact upon the consumption ofenergy, especially
in light of the advancing 'political, economic and environmental
costs imposed on society.'

Grindstone Butte IIP.2dat 810 (citing BunkerHillCo. v. Washington Water PowerCo.,98 Idaho

249,253,561 P.2d 391, 395 (1977). Staff notes that thc Commission, even after ldaho State

Homebuilders, has continued to consider how rates affect energy conservation, optimum use, and

resource allocation. Some examples are the proponion of fixed charges to volumetric charges and

the assignment and design of demand-related charges to some customer classes. The Commission

appropriately considers a broad range of factors when making these decisions.

The Court's view in the Grindstone /1 cases is consistent with the Commission's role

as a legislative agency with the power to make policy decisions on a prospective basis under a

broad standard ofensuring that rates are fair,just, reasonable, non-discriminatory, and in the public

interest. See e.g., Owner Operator lndependent Drivers Ass'n, Inc. v. Idaho Pub. Util. Cotnm'n,

125 Idaho 401, 871 P.2d 818, 825 (1994) (stating, "The Idaho Public Utilities Commission is a

legislative agency"); A.W. Bntwn Co., Inc. v. Idoho Power Co.,12l Idaho 812, 828 P.2d 841, 848
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(1992) (referencing the Commission's actions as an "agency of the legislative department of

government"); Petitiotr of Mountdin St( es Tel. and Tel. Co., 76 Idaho 474, 284 P.2d 681, 683

( 1955) (stating the Commission is "the agency of the legislativc department of government . . . .

So long as it regularly pursues its authority and remains within constitutional limitations, the courts

have no jurisdiction to interfere with its determinations."). Restricting the Commission's authority

to a limited subsct of factors is contrary to the broad authority granted the Commission in statute

and could impede the Commission's ability to ensure that its decisions are fair, just, reasonable,

non-discriminatory, and in the public interest.

b) Idaho State Homebuilders
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The Idaho State Homehuilders statement of factors the Commission can consider when

determining whether differences in customer classes are reasonable is narrower than the statement

in Grindstone Butte II. "Any such difference (discrimination) in a utility's rates and charges must

be justified by a corresponding classification of customers that is based upon factors such as cost

of service, quantity of electricity used, differences in conditions of service, or the time, nature and

pattern of the use." Idafut State Honrcbuilders, P.2d at 355. The ldaho State Honrebuilders cases

do not contradict the statcments in the Grindstrne Butte Il cases Lhat each case must depend largely

on its unique facts. Under the ldaho State Homebuilders statement of reasonable differences, the

Commission still has the authority to determine that Net Hourly Billing customers are reasonably

different than I : I monthly netting customers for a variety of reasons.

First, the listprovided in ldaho State Homebullders is a non-exclusive list. Second, l:1

monthly netting customers and Net Hourly Billing customers flace differences in the conditions of

their service. l: I monthly netting customers signed up on the condition that their production and

consumption would be netted monthly and that their positive net production would be carried

forward indefinitely and applied to their bill as a l: I credit. Net Hourly Billing customers will

take servicc on the condition that their production and consumption will be netted hourly, and

positive net hourly energy will be credited at the Export Credit Rate. Third, systems installed

under Net Hourly Billing will be designed to perform in a different manner than systems installed

under l:l monthly netting. To benefit from the terms ofNet Hourly Billing, an on-site generator

is more likely to orient their panels more westerly to capture more energy in the late afternoon and

evening hours when the customer is at home consuming energy, and they may be more likely to

install batteries with their system. These systems will therefore be different in their "time, nature,



and pattern of the use." For any or all ofthese reasons, the Commission can recognize a reasonable

difference between I :1 monthly netting customers and Net Hourly Billing customers.

By reading Idaho State Homebuiltlers and Boise Water Corp. to merely state that the

Commission cannot reasonably differentiate between customers solelv based on whcn the

customer comes on the system, the well-developcd case law embodied in Grindstone Butte II wlll

be given its due weight, and the broad discretion granted the Commission under the Public Utilities

Law will be appropriately acknowledged.

III. The Companv Cites to Non-Controllin Case Law in the Bodv of its Arsument.

The Company cites a case from 1912 that has little to no bearing on the current case.

ln Cit| of Pocatello t,. Murrq', the Supreme Coun of Idaho held that a private resident who was

operating as Pocatello Water Company could not rely on municipal ordinances as contracts to

ensure a 5olc rate of return over 50 years. 2l Idaho 180, 12OP.812 (1912). The conflict predated

thc establishment of the Idaho Public Utilities Commission and the Idaho Public Utitities Law. In

Murra,-, the Court stated that a utility could not rely on municipal ordinances to guarantee itseli a

fixed rate of return, and that the state has a continuing power to ensure that a private interest

charges reasonable rates to serve the public under a franchise.

The difference between the Pocatello Water Company and producer-consumers of on-

site generation is remarkable. Yet, the Company attempts to obviate the difference. "By cngaging

in the business of importing2 elcctric energy back to the grid for credit, Idaho Power's existing

residential and small general service customers with on-site generation have similarly 'undertaken

...toservethepublicforprivategain."'IdahoPower'sOpeningBriefat13. Customers with on-

site generation, as private citizens, first otfset their own consumption and then sell the rest of the

electricity they generate to the public utility, which then undertakes to serve the public for private

gain, whereas the Pocatello Water Company served the public directly fbr private gain. It is

uncertain why the Company is trying to collapse this difference, but iftaken to its logical extreme,

the Company's argument would imbue producer-consumers with the rights and responsibilities of

a public utility. Doing so would unnecessarily and improperly raise a host of legal and policy

concerns. For the matter at hand, Murray is easily distinguishable because it dealt with city

ordinances and state laws that a.re not involved in this case.

2 Staff undcrstands this sentence to rcfcl to an export by a customer-gcncrator to the grid, cven though the Company
refers to "importing electric encrgy back lo the grid for credit[.]"
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The Company also rcfcrences a 1989 Commission case that does not have particular

relevance to the matter at hand. In IPC-E-89-5, the Commission stated that rates for consumption

are subject to change and ratepayers pay a portion ofall the Company's costs, notjust the costs of

the resources that were online when the ratepayer interconnected to the Company's system.

It is important to remind electric utilities and potential special
contract customers that this Commission has never 'vintaged' utility
conditions at the time a customer begins service or expands service
for the benefit of that customer. For instance, the expansion of Idaho
Power's hydroelectric base into Hells Canyon in the late 1950s and
etuly 1960s approximately coincided with the expansion of the load
of its largest customer-FMC Corporation. FMC Corporation has
not, however, been assigned a portion of thc Hells Canyon dams as

its own generation for cost-of-service purposes. Instead, FMC, as

every other customer on the system, has been assigned proponionate
shares of all of the Company's generation, from the low-cost
hydrogenerating to the most expensive thermal projects. Similarly,
special contract customers coming on in this time of surplus have no
rights to continuation of their 'good deals' beyond the time of
surplus.

Ordcr No. 22489, 1989 WL l'779399 at x4. As argued in Stafls underlying brief, customers

understand that rates for consumption can and will change. To hedge against future rate increases,

some customers invested in on-site generation. These customers had no reason to expect, however,

that the longstanding net-metering program design would change fundamentally. These customers

do not seek to have the Company's conditions frozen in time; rather, they seek only to have their

reasonable expectations recognized and ensure that the value of their investments, which were

designed to comply with the rules in place at thc time, are not unreasonably diminished.

The Company states that it is most legally defensible for the Commission to transfer

existing customers to Net Hourly Billing according to the transition period established in the

Settlement Agreement. Idaho Power Company's Opening Brief at 20-21. The Court has found

that uniformity for uniformity's sake can also represent rate discrimination when the uniqueness

of a class of customers is established. When there is substantial and competent evidence in the

record establishing unique characteristics of a customer or a class, the Commission cannot

establish uniform rates simply for the sake of uniformity. Agricultural Prod.utts Corporation v.

Utah Povver & Ligltr Co.,98 Idaho 23, 551 P.2d 617,625 (1976); Bunker Hill Co. Washington

Water Poyver Ca., 98 Idaho 249, 561 P.2d 391,396 (1971).
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IV. Notice to the Public that Rates Mav Change.

StatT concurs with the Company that the Commission and the Company have

endeavored to notify the public that their rates are subjcct to change. Staff continues to believe

there is a marked difference between understanding that rates may change and understanding that

the fundamental program structure can change. The Company recited its efforts to warn customers

that the net-metering program structure is subject to change. Sea Idaho Power Company's Opening

Brief at 17-20. Staff notes that some warnings were written more clearly than others, were

displayed more or less prominently, and were in place on different dates. Staff also notes that the

Company felt it was necessary to pass legislation, the Residential Solar Energy System Disclosure

Act, to more clearly state that the terms of the net-metering program are subject to change.

The most prominent waming provided to customers, other than that required by the

recently enacted legislation, was the checkbox on the Application beginning January 1,2017

stating, "I understand that the on-site generation and net metering service, including the rate

structure and interconnection requirements, are subject to change and that current rates do not

represent future pricing." This language was placed conspicuously, but does not fully address

Staff's concern that customers reasonably did not grasp the difference in consumption rates and

program structure. Also, the customer does not have a choice of which utility with whom they

would like to interconnect, short of moving to another utility's service territory. This was a take-

it-or-leave-it opportunity that had been stable for decades with a warning stating that

"interconnection requirements" and "rate structure" may change at the bottom of one step in a

process with a lot of steps.

StafT has reviewed the comments submitted by the public. Nearly all of them state a

belief that it is unfair for the Company to go back on an agreement it had with its customers. These

comments show a near uniform understanding among the public commenters that there was some

level of guarantee that the net-metering progrum structure would not fundamentally changc. All

things considered, Staff believes a reasonable customer purchasing an on-site generation system

could have made a long-term investment on the understanding that, while specific details and

nuances ofthe program they were signing up for might change, the fundamental program structure

would remain.
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V. Conclusion.

Regardless whether the Grindsktne Butte II fxtors apply, or whether the ldafut State

Homebuilders factors apply, there are cognizable differences between customers who took service

under 1:l monthly netting and customers who will take service under Net Hourly Billing. The

arguments submitted by the parties augment Stafls original position. The Commission has the

discretion to determine whether these differences justify different treatment.

RESPECTFULLY submitted rhi, 21tdoy of November,2019.

Edward J. ll
y GeneralDeputy
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